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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
In America today, there is much concern and interest
in youthful behavior and de~elopment.

As Americans, we have

become restive about our youth, where we have failed them,

am what part we have played in the dissatisfaction facing
them, all of which bas not been openly and squarely admitted.
All aspects of our social order, in the past half
century, have been changed.

Our American primary group,

which for centuries was deeply rooted in the home, has been

torn from its anchorage in tradition and custom.
Youth today are somewhat bewildered as to the role
that they are to play in our complex society.

Instead

or

the trad1 tional .family, where each member plays his part am
is governed by a central force, where each has his own responsi bilities, we find various agencies attempting to assume responsibilities that once belonged to the family.
I n the middle of all the confusion that is about us
and the ~ast problem of adjustment and change that is confronting our youth, we must first examine some of the
causes and attempt to find some way that will help them

mainta1.n the status quo, which we as adults have prescribed
for them.
1

2

Therefor.e, the purpose of this study ts to review the
literature in the field, as it tends to suggest the various
factors whi ch appear as the result of research to cause delinquent behavior in youn.g people, compare these characteristic!: as they exist in delinquents and nondelinquents,

and, as the result of these comparisons) attempt to suggest

practices which might be followed in the elimination a.nd
prevention of delinquencyo
Importance of tho Study
. According to

lueck and Glueck, all human beings are

called upon, by the mor~s or legal code~ of the society in

which they live, to achieve at least a certain 1ninimal standard of conformity.

Thia stsndard varies not only with the

time, place, and state of culture, but with the euatomary demand~ made upon personB of various age levels.

Some indi-

viduals show, from the f .rst, that they are retarded in the
various powers (intellectual, emotional, volitional, integrative) wh:1 cb are indispensable to successful adaptation,

even at the very ear.liest level at which persons in our cul-

ture are held accountable for anti-social acts.

Others do

not successfully meet the adaptive requirertents until tney
reach puberty, adolescence, young adulthood, middle age or
old age.

1 sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Unravelj
Juvenile Delinquency, New York: Com.men Wee.1th Fund, 19 O, P- 13?

3
Whatever form delinquency takes, there is a. maladjust-

ment of an irrlividual in conforming to the code which has
been set up for him, either by his family, school, peer group

or our large society which is protected by lav:.
Because j1..,•,renile delinquency is a form of behavior,

it does not lend itself to accurate measurement; however, as
long as it exists, it is in the best interest of society to

try to stamp it out or at least hold it to a minimum.
This study assumes importance as it reviews, critical-

ly, those factors which have been considered as causing delinquency, considers the position of recreation as a pos sible preventive measure, and suggest,s means by which delinquency at the elementary level may be reduced or eliminated.
Scope of the Study
Causative factors, plus the cor1•ective techniques sug-

gested in this study, are those which appear to be related

to juvenile delinquency at the elementary school level in
the N. W. Harllee School, Dallas, Texas.
Sources of Data
The sources of data, dealt with in this study, con-

sist of

a review of literature in the field of delinquency.

Additional data was obtained through the use of questionnaires, test results, interviews with parents, teachers, and
pupils, the County Juvenj le Department, and other pertinent

school records of the N. W. Harllee School, Dallas~ Texas.
Definition of Terms
Recreation is what a person finds pleasure in doing

when he is not paid for it and does not feel any kind of obligation to do it.

Recreation implies freedom of choice and

action and has the quality of bringing immediate personal
satisfaction.

I~s direct

d immediate values are important

as the benefits it confers. 2
Leisure is the time one has that is not obligated,
free time, time when one is free to do what he chooses.
Community recreation is socially accepted recreation,
established on an organized basis for people who have in
common a geographical, psychological or institutional bond,

and

ho have the interest of the community at heart.
Public recreation is organized recreation for public

use, supported in part or completely by tax funds.
Delinquency is the failure to conform to the la, offending by neglect or violation.
Official delinquent is (a) a child between the ages
of 7-18 who has violated any law of the state or any ordinance or regulation of a

ubdivision of the state; (b) a

child who, habitually, so deports himself as to impair or

2Gilbert c. Wrenn and D L. Harley, Time on Their
Hands, Washington, D. C.: American CouncilonEducation,
1941, pp. 10-16.

5
enda.oger the morals or bee.1th of himself or others. 3

Unofficial delinquent is a youngster who habitually
resolves his personal social problems through o\fert agg:rasaive beba vior., which dominant society finds bothersome and

contrar7 to its value identi.flcation.s.

For the young ter

this delinquency aggression is purposive and adjustive; from
the point of view of :society, it constitu.tes an irritating

maladaptation.4

3National Probation Association, Proceedings of the
National Probation Association, 1925, Artie le I, SectTon 3,
P~ 198.
4w1111am c. Kvaraeeus, The Community and the Delinquent, New YoPk: World Book Company, 1954. pp";""'.5Mo.

CHAPTER II
BASIC FACTORS AND CAUSATIONS

OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Identification

Daily, thousands and thousands of American boys and
girls pass through the courts of the United States because
of misbehavior.

Some of these boys and girls cause tremen-

dous property damages and commit ac~s of great violence and
brutality.
According to the F. B. I.'s Uniform Crime Report,
sent in by police chiefs throughout the country, children

under eighteen committed one out of every four auto thefts
and one out of every five burglaries in the year of

1951.

During this same year, three percent of the homicide cases
and two percent of the assault cases involved juveniles.
Juvenile delinquency

ppear

to be becoming social problem

number one in our Am rican society. 1

In a series of articles, published recently in the
Dallas Morning New, it was stated that, in

1956, two thou•

sand nine hundred eighty-four of Dallas county's eightyeight thousand four hundred eleven school children of juve-

1social Security Administration, Children's Bureau,
Helping Delinquent Children, prepared by the Special Project of the Children's Bureau. U.S. Department of Health,
Education am Welfare. Washington 25, D. c.: 1953, No. 341,
PP• 5-9.

6

7
nile age {lO to 17 for boys and 10 to 18 for girls) were referred to juvenile authorities.
were removed from

Many of these referrals

ociety for the first time.

These cases

were referred to county juvenile workers from all Dallas
county police organizations, sheriff's offices, schools, and
private citizens.

However, prior to being sent before juve-

nile authorities, there appears to have been a failure somewhere along the line in the development of acceptable citi-

zens for our society. 2
Chief Probation Officer, Frank A. Grant, points out
that there is no one thing that causes delinquency. 3

In addition to the above, there are thousands of
children who never get into court, though they present behavior problems, in some instancee, as serious as those of
children who do become court cases.

Most of these cases are

handled by school councils, visiting teachers, guidance
clinies or social agencies.

ome children escape court ex-

periences because their families can obtain special care for
them.

On the other hand, children whose parents cannot af-

fot"d such care are likely to be sent to court or ins ti tutions.

Other children go on unnoticed W1til later life when

2nallas Morning News, February 2,

3Ibid., P• l.

1957, pp. 1-7.
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they become adult criminals.4

It is further

tated that

parents, teachers and citizens are gravely concerned with
the prevention or delinquency and the eradication of its
roots. 5
In determining the casual relationship between recreation and delinquency, there are certain basic factors and
causations which must be brought into

ie •

According to

Neumeyer, it is more difficult to determine the causes of
delinquency than to ascerta.in the extent of law violation
among juveniles.

Deviant behavior is a part of a dynamic

social process that can be understood only in relation to
the personal-social situation and the sequence of e ents and
experiences of which it is a part.

Hence, to explain juve-

nile misbehavior, or any form or behavior, one must study
the conditions of the individual, the main factors and influences or the social world in which the individual lives,
and the series of occurrences that proceed such action.

6

Some insight into the causations of delinquency or

4social Security Administration, Children's Bureau,
Understanding Juvenile Delinquency, U• • Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Wa h1ngton 2$, D. c.: No.
JOO, 1953, pp. l-4•

5Ib1d., p. 6.

6Martin H. Neumeyer, Juvenile Delinquency in Modern
Society, New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc ♦ -;-1955,
P• 79.

9

crime can be obtained from any approach that bears reasonable
relationship to the nature of the problem.

Many of the

cases harrlled by the courts are unde_rpr1v1leged children
from impoverished, over-crowded homes in deteriorated neighborhoods

here all kinds of low class establishments and

houses of prostitution are operated.

Many youth seem to

learn from older criminals how to commit crimes, while many
run in low grade gangs.

Is the cause then, bad companion-

ship, poor home and family life or slum corrl1tion?

If this

is true, the question arises, why is not everyone from the
slums a delinquent?

According to the Children•s Bureau

Bulletin, No. 341, a large percent of these children are
dull and retarded in school.
by mental deficiencies?

Then, is delinquency caused

From studies reviewed, onl7 a small

proportion of mental defectives get into trouble. 7 It,
therefore, appears reasonable to assume that there is no one
cause of delinquency.

Many studies tend to point out many causes; however,
the writer 1s basically concerned with the influences of the
home and family conditions, the characteristics of the delinquent and his companionship influences.

All these fac-

tors must be considered in determining the basic factors and
causation

of delinquency.

7Children•s Bureau Bulletin, No. 341, £2• cit.

10

Age Criteria of Juvenile Delinquency
Chronological age is a significant element in juvenile
delinquency.
its limits.

Yet, in America, there is much variation as to
What might constitute a delinquent act in one

locality may not be considered in another.
According to Barron, most juvenile court law

have no

minimum age limits regarding delinquency, and where there is
8
no set limit, it is usually seven years of age.
In several
states, the law provides that a child wxler a specified age
is presumed to be incapable of delinquency, but given cer-

tain circumstances, he may be considered delinquent. 9
It should be observed that the maximQm or
level ls much more varied.

pper age

The range is to sixteen year

age in some states and twenty-one years in others.

of

A number

of states place the limit at s venteen years, but a majority
considers eighteen years as the limit of juvenile court
10
jurisdiction.
As Bloch and Flynn state, Eince formal adjudication
does not take place until the anti-social behavior of the
child brings him close to the di iding line between juvenile offenses and adult criminality, one would expect to

6

8 Milton L. Barron, The Juvenile in Delin uent Society,
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1954, PP• 25-2.

9Ib1d., PP• 25-26.
lOibid., P• 28.

11

find the larger cluster of ages falling within the two or
three year period preceeding the statutory limits for juvenile offenses.

For example, where the division occurs at

sixteen, the largest percentage of offenders should be
found in the fourteen and fifteen year old age groups.

In

states where tho juvenile courts have jurisdiction until
eighteen years of age, nearly one-third of the boys and two11
fifths of the girls are sixteen and seventeen.
The age levels

have shown

or

children, brought before the courts,

that the median age of children involve

in de-

linquency, as reported by four humred thirteen courts in

1949, was about fifteen

and a half years.

Also in

1949, in

comparing the age levels of boys and girls at the time they
appeared in court, it was found that the same median age applied to both sexes as well as to official and unofficial
cases. 12

The median age for boys in

1951 was sixteen

and

one-tenth years as compared with the median age of fifteen
and six-tenths years for girls.

13

Glueck and Gl eek, in their study of five hundred delinquents and five hundred non-delinquents, found that th

llHerbert

• Bloch

12~, p.

34.

and

Frank T. Flynn, Delinquency:

The Juvenile Offender in America Today, New York: Random
House, Inc., 1956, pp.34-35.

13Ib1d, PP• 35-36.

12

..,
average age, at the beginning of delinquent behavior,

as

8.35 years, and for the first school misbehavior, it was 9.5
years. 1 4
The neglect and depen:iency cases, referred to ju enile courts, are younger than the delinquents handled by the
courts.

The Children's Bureau in 195

of dependency and neglect from
ports

Of the

24,435

458

reported 31,435 cas s

courts thats bm1tt d re-

cases for which the ages w re reported,

forty-six percent were under six years of age at the time of
referrai. 15
The official report of the Children's Bureau remims
that in assessing the age distribution of juvenile cases,
one must take into consideration the age level o er
the juvenile court has jurisdiction.

hich

These age levels ar

of definite importance.
Types of Offenses Committed
An analysis, made of coilrt oa es by Barron, showed
that theft is the most prevalent type of male ofrenae, with
mischievous behavior being a cloze second.

Among girls, sex

offenses .rank first, and running away from home ranks second.
With boys, running away from home and endangering one's self
ranked third and fourth.

Theft and sex offenses, which ar

li4Glueck and Glueck,

.2£•

G1 t., PP•

15Neumeyer, .Q£• Cit., pp. 39-41.

34-35.

3
the leading offenses of boys am girls respectively, have
something in common.

It is ""aid that, the thrill and excite-

ment that stealing brings, from entering restricted place ,
and

the use cf dangerous weapons, a.re the s bst:ltute for th·

male sexual act.

Uz .... a.lly, before sixteen yea.rs of ae;

male cannot meet hi

l

the

se.xus.l needs as e sily as can the fe-

ma.le, so he turns to symbolic acts s• ..,.1-. as steal!"'c.•

6

Merrill is of the opinion the.t the relative order of

distr!but~on o~ offenses, as measured in specifi~ juri~dic-

tions and areas, does not vary much from the o er-all pict·:re.

In her study of delinquency, on the West Coast, the

following distribution of of~enses was bi•en!
aex,

7.9%; mischief, ~.8%,

and forgery,

theft,

59.7%;

agrancy, 14.6%; truancy, 1.7~;

1.4%. 17

Bloch and Flynn, in discussing the nature of the delinquent offe

"'0

as being a matter of" c ltural d finition

and a result of varyi~g standards of com..~~n!ty pressure and
practice, state that, despite var ation in standards from

community to community and despite the ambi uity

ith v.hich

delinquent behavior ls def ned, there is a definite pattern
in the character of the offen~es and most typical for tho

16Ralph s. Bonay, Youtb in Despair,
McCown Company, 1948, PP• 84-8~

New York: 8.., ar-d--

1 7Maude A. Merrill, Problems of Gr"ld Delinquency,
Boston: l!ougt,ton Miffl · n Company, 19I;7, p. 346.

greater number of communities and the country at large.

18

Reports to the United States Ch11dren 1 s Bureau, confirmed by most local surveys and studies, indicate that the
primary offense among boys is stealing, followed by general
acts of carelessness or mischief.

Among girls, the princi-

pal acts are wigovernable behavior and sex offenses.

r -

ancy, a common offense among both sexes, appears more frequently among girls than boys. 1 9
Home and Family Conditions
The family is generally considered to be our outstanding primary group.

It is basically the mose effective in-

stitution of social control.

A normal family has long b

n

thought of as the best insurance against delinquency.
First of all, the basic functions of the family are
those of reproduction, the physical care of the children,
the best in!'ormal education and training, the transmission
of culture, and especially moral standards and religious
ideals.

It should provide affection, fellowship, the de-

velopment

or

social personalities, yet still exercising con-

trol and discipline to the extent that each personality can
develop in its own right.

Moreover, it should supply and

provide the basic necessities of lire.

l8Bloch and Flynn, _Q£. Cit., PP•

19lli.£,., pp. 40-43~

The members of the

40-43.

1$
family should constitute a united household which is sanitary
and artistically satisfying with an atmosphere

hat is moral-

ly wholesome, spiritually wholesome and financially secure.
The relationship of the family should be based on affection,
goodwill, mutual service and loyalty.

Neumeyer states that in recent decades family life
has been changed and there is evidence that it has lost some
of its specific functions.

As a result, there is a break-

down 1n the American family life.

20

It is also maintained that the normal home should encourage growth, confidence, franlmess, respect for personality, and the ability to face reality, and to provide an

emotionally healthy atmosphere, being charecterized by structural completeness, economic security, cultural conformity,
moral conformity, physical and mental normality and func-

tional adequacy.

When the home departs from any of these

characteristics, it becomes the center of deviant pressures.

The condition of the home and

hat goes on in the family

life are of great importance to the development of a growing
21
child.

Family Disorganization and Incompleteness
In our society, according to Kvaraceus, there is a
20 Neumeyer, .QE.• Cit., p. lll.
21 Ib1d, pp. 111 112.

16
very high correlation between the personality development,

behavior of the child and the quality of his fSJ:rl.ly.
are many forms of family life in America today.

There

These forms

ref1ect differences in racial characteristic, religious

backgrounds, economic and social status, and neighborhoods
as well as regional residence.

In spite of these

ariation

in the form and structure of family lite, many investigators

have pointed out significant characteristics common to all.
The utmost concern here are those aspeots that have more
bearing on child growth ani development as manifested in delinquent behavior. 22
During the past twenty-five years, researchers in the
field of sociology and anthropology have attempted to ana-

lyze am identify the significant characteristics of family
life in the United States with particular reference to the
change that has taken place in the home.
Kvaraceus lists some of these changes as:

the whole•

sale shift in population to the larger urban centers; tho

dependence of the family on other reinforcing institutions;
the increase in confusion and decrease of controls, due to
the conflict in and disappearance of neighborhood standards;
the change in family status from the producer to the consumer; the employment of
22

Kvaraceus, 2£•

omen and their release from home

ill•,

P• 236.

17
duties; the instability of the family union; the extended

economic dependence of the young adult and adolescent on the
parents; the increased prestige of money as the criteria of
human values;- the growing dependence upon commercial recreation; and last, but not least, the loosening of family ties. 2 3
Family disorganization means a breakdown of the nor•
mal family unit.

The child tends t·o acquire certa n moral

and social qualities as taught and exemplified in the family.
Sociali ation implies that an individual becomes a definite
or integral part of a group .

It also means that it is a

process of identification by which a person develops a feel-

ing of belonging.
The average American family 1s thought of as consist-

ing of parents and their children living in a separate household, a group oft o or more persons related by blood, marriage or adoption, residing as a unit; wherae.s e. household
includes all persons who occupy a dwelling unit regardless
to relationship.
It is pointed out by Neumeyer that

35~

of the f~milies

in America are of the household type, 12~ consist of married
couples only,

27% either are of the above mentioned groups

but have an addition of relatives or roomers, while 13% have
a subfamily group living with the main family.

The oth r

13% consist of household groups clasa:f.fied as families, but

23.!ill_.,

p.

237.

18
they are not a family group . 24
Broken Homes
A broken home is one in which one or both of the adult
members of the family are missing because of death, divorce,
desertion, annulment or prolonged absence .

In

1946, 610,000 ivorces were granted in the United

StatesJ which was more than twice the number in

1951, about 371,000 divorces were granted.
with the record peak in

1940 .

In

In comparison

1946, the rate of 2.4 divorces per

one thousand population in 1951 was about

44%

lower.

From

the above range, divorces have been on the decrease during
this period.

in rurel

Divorces are more common in large cities than

reas.

any five periods
riage.

The largest number of divorcee granted for
ere granted during the first year of mar-

Separation precedes divorce.

It is an agreement to

live separately between husband and wife.

This separ tion

may be permanent or temporary. 2 5
It is often believed that broken homes contribute to
the delinquency of children.

Nevertheless, any definite

conclusion dravn on this point must be based on the kno•ledge as to why the removal took place.

Neumeyer states that

the effect of such broken homes vary among different group•

2 4Neumeyer, .2£• Clt., P•

25I bid . , P• 159•

157.

19
different children,

t different age levels am. with differ-

ences of sex. 26
Shideler, for example, estimated that from

40~

to

70%

or all delinquents come from broken homes, as compared with
an estimated
homes.

25%

in the normal population who come from sch

It waa also indicated that of the 4,000 delinquents

surveyed in Boston and Chicago, about one-half came from
broken homes,

1th the greateat incidence among girls. 27

Bloch and Flynn dr w this limited conclusion about
the effects of broken homes on the lives of children, bearing in mind the precaution needed for an adequate assessment
of the innumerable variables that enter into each family
pattern of interpersonal relationship.

Broken homes alone

will not produce delinquency - only those with damaging con-

ditions sch as the parent which is removed and tho general
structural characteristics of the homeJ as well as the age
at

hich disintegration is experienced.

28

Glueck and GlueckJ in their study of home and family
conditions, the setting am quality of family life, and the
degree of stability and instability of the family ot 1000
delinquent

am

non-delinquent boys, found that

delinquents, as compared with

34.2%

of the non

26 Ib1d., PP• 159-160.
27Bloch and Flynn, .QR• Cit., PP•

28~ . , P• 185.

40-43.

60.4%

of the

elinquents,
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had experienced broken homes.
enced breaks in family life,

46.7%
for

Of the children who experi-

56.3%

of the delinquents and

of the non-delinquents experienced the first break

be-

they were five years of age; 28.1% of the former and

21% of the latter experienced the breaks from
of age.

5

to

9

years

The types of breaks, in order of their frequency,

ere desertion by one or both parents, death of parents,
temporary separation of parents, permanent separation of

parents, prolonged absence of parents because of crimes or
related conditions, parents never married, and prolonged absence of parents because of illness.

The non-delinquents

experienced the same types of breaks, except more of them
experienced death

or

pe.rents. 29

Family disorganization appears to be a process in
which' the disrupting factors that lead to broken homes may

have more effect on a child than the actual break in the
family 1 tself.

ven thcugh a home may not be broken., the

family may be disintegrated because of a ve.rlety of condi•

tions, and from them some form of deviant behavior seems
likely to occur.
One mu t be cautious of the f ct that there ar

ome

delinquents who reside in the better homes with more favor•
able circumstances than there are in the slum areas and yet
become delinquents.

The broken home is most frequently

2 901ueck and Glueck, .Qi?.

Qll.
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pointed out as a major factor in juvenile delinquency and almost all studies rad indicate that there 1s a high percentage of bad parental relationship in th·ir backgrounds whether the family is actually broken or not.

Constant changes

in population that form our community ties, poor housing,
the establishment of gang• poverty and meny other factors

can affect th~ child either directly or through his family.JO
The degree of disorganization in the family and how
it satisfies the needs of the children are the conditioning
factors which direct his life.

Glueck and Glueck conclw.e,

after ten years of intensive research on the causal factors
of delinquency, that the character of the family s1 tuation

has more to do with creating delinquency than residence in
a slum area, or exposure to conflicting cultures, or membership in a large family. 31

conomic Conditions
Kvaraceus states that many d linquents come from underprivileged homes that are characterized by need end want.
This can be seen from the number of statistics reporting inadequate fami_ly income, a long history of agency contacts
and assistance, the occupational level of the parents and the

absence of the br adwinner in the family.

30!.E.!£.
Jllbid.

A large portion
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of delinquent's families have taken financial aid from welfare agencies at some time in the past.

A frequent result

1s that more families of delinquents than non-delinquents
have income other than from legitimate sources.3 2
It is further

tated that mothers of delinquents are

employed outside the home regularly, or occasionally more

than the mother

of the non-delinquents.

These parents are

mostly of the lower paid and lower prestige working group.
Factory operatives, laborers, unskilled and slightly skilled
make up the bulk of the working parents of the delinquents. 33
Glueck an:l Glueck 1 s investigation into the economic
status of the 500 'delinquent and 500 non-delinquent boys
showed that only

5%

of the delinquent boys were from com-

fortable circumstances as compared to 12% of the non•dolinquents.

None of the families, either among delinquents or

non-delinquents, could maintain its stam. e.rd of' living beyond six months in · the loss

or

income.

Approximately twice

as many families of delinquents (21.2%) as compared with
non-delinquents (11.6%} were receiving financial assistance

from publio or private agencies.

About one-tenth of the

families in each group received unemployment compensation
or accident insurance.

Assistance from relatives wa

pro-

vided in 3.8~ of the families of delinquents as compared

32 Kvaraceus, .QE• Cit., pp. 7-8.
33Ibid., p. 100.
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with

1.6%

of those of non-delinquents.

Thus, in respect to

most sources of support other than legitimate earnings, the
families of delinquents appeared to require more help than
those of non-delinquents. 34
It was further found that more of the families of delinquents than non-delinquents lived in blighted slum tenement areas, they moved more frequently, and had fewer modern
conveniences and sanitary conditions.

Only 11.7% of the

delinquents, as compared with 27.2% of the non-delinquents,
lived in good ho ses.35
The external effects of unemployment are well known.
With lessened income, the family must change its mode of
living, move to less de~irable neighborhoods, and cut down
on luxuries 1n order to make ends meet.

Children of unem-

ployed parents do not appear to have the opportunit es for
education, personal achievement or social part cipation as

they would have if the families were adequately supported.

Even tho gh parents understand their children and ar
capable of bringing the
struggling,

up wisely, if they are constantly

1 thout success, to provide, it i ... extr mely

1

difficult £or them to give them the feeling of security that
they themselves lack.

34 lueck and Glueck, 2£• Cit.,
35Ibid •• PP• 84-86.

pp.

84-86.

In

1945, the

average income of familiesJ having four

or more children under 18 years of age, was about
compared to

2,800 for those with two children.

income of white families

2,100 as
The average

as twice that of non-whites. 36

No family can be secure u.n~ess it bas sufficient in-

come to provide 1 ts children with at least the neces.si ties
of life.

Many situations which are labeled delinquency are

basically family problems that are being expressed in the
behavior of the child.

Affections in ·child-Pe.rent Relationships
Zucker infers that, in general, the delinquent child
is an unhappy child.

That misconduct is a symptom of some

inner or outer disturbance, usually both, it is his way of
reacting to his inner urges and environmental pressures.

A

child, in his gro~ing up, has certain emotional needs that

he seeks to satisfy:

(l) recognition from other human

beings, (2) security with others, (3) need for love and af-

fection, and (4} need for growth and achievement. 37
It is further stated that the relationship which ex•
ists between a child and his parents is of great importance

in de eloping a wholesome set of ideals and responses to

36Bureau of Census, Family and Individua.l
£2!!!! in the United States,

1945,

N0:-2, p.

60.

oney In-

37Herbert John Zucker, "Affectional Identif !cation
and Delinquency." AI'chives of PsychologyJ No. 286, 1943,
P• 50.
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life.

If one iE not loved and feels unwanted or if the emo-

tional identification with the parent is disrupted, he may
seek satisfaction in companionship which, in most cases, ls
undesirable. 38

A stuiy by Zucker began with the hypothesis that af-

fectional identification with the parent is deficient in the
delinquent child.

Of a group of 25 delinquent boys, and

25

· non-delinquent boys, equivalent in age, race, socio-economic

conditions and intelligence, he found that the delinquents
showed less parental afrection, less regard for parent's

welfare, and retaliated again t them by engaging in disapproved behavior. 3 9
The feeling o:f loneliress produces mental and emotional

conflicts from which a child might resort to any form of adventure or delinquency that seems to provide
unpleasant situation.

way out of an

However, it must be kept in mind that

all children who are unloved donot become delinquents.
Industrialization and urbanization have caused a de-

cline in the socialization of the family, without offering
substitutes for the child.

Because of family mobility,

children lose identification with the community.

The break-

down involved in the emotional attachment between parent aai

child lessens the child's feeling of responsibility to the

38 Ibid.,, p.
39Ibid., P•

49.
49.
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community.

Thia usually means that parents feel helplos

in

the situation, in their desire to help the child andJ at the
same time, the child is rejecting parental protection and exposing family competences.

In doing this, the chil.d becomes

rebellious and hostile, and engages in such acts as trua.ncy,
thievery and others.4°

To have a heal.thy development into maturity, the child
must have the kind of relationship with his parents that will
fulfill his need for growth, achievement and foF status as
an. individual apart from his family.

As he develops, his in-

terests broaden and expand outside the home and family circle.
Thos

who a.re secure in their relationship with their par•

ents are freer to loosen the family ties and become emotionally mature adults.
Studies of criminals have sho n that many of the so

called "tough guys" were emotionally immature and insecure
and that their craving to appear aggressive hid from them-

selves and others their intense longing f .o r dependency and
s pport. 4l

All children need recognition and approval from others.
Failure to find these satisfactions, they become withdrawn
into a realm offantasy.

When unable to gain recognition

through socially acceptable behavior, they turn to del1n-

40 Barron,

.QE.. Cit. , pp. 131-135.

4libid., PP• 31•35•
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quency to get the acclaim and admiration from the gang.
This does not mean that all frustrated, inadequate
children become delinquents.

Some find expression for their

conflicts in many legitimate ways.

However, the child who

is unhappy in his family relationship is likely to seek
satisfaction away from home, and if he lives in a community
where anti-social attitudes prevail, in which a pattern of

delinquent behavior is traditional, he is more than likely
to accept the attractions of delinquency than a child who
found more strength and satiefaetion in his home living in
the same c oromuni ty.

Inadequate Discipline

am

Control

Parents are our primary agents of control and discipline as well as affection.

ani too little.

We love our children too much

Often the same child is indulged and

frightened in the same breath.
Glueck and Glueck, in their earlier studies of delinquency, found unsound discipline as one of the major sources

of difficulty.
and

94.3%

In the delinquent group,

95.8%

of the mothers

of the fathers were too lax, over-strict, or er-

ratic in their discipline.

Very few were kindly, but firm

in disciplinary practices.

Mohers, more than fathers, of

the delinquent group, were lax.

Very few of the mothers of

the delinquent group were over-strict (harsh, demanding, unreasoning) with the boys; nearly one-tenth of the fathers

28
were too strict.

These findings seem to indicate that the

parents of delinquents used worse methods than the parents

of non-delinquents in dealing with their sons.

They resort-

ed more to deprivation of privileges, threatening and

cold-

ing, physical punishment, to less rea oning, than the par-

ents

or

non-delinquents.

Lack of cooperation between par-

ents or differences in thei

methods of control. over-

indulgence and cuddling may produce anti-social traits, as
do over-strictness and severity.4 2
Illegitimate Parenthood and Unwanted Children
It is estimated that about

4%

of all children in the

United States each year are born out of wedlock, and that
the rate has increased threefold during the last three decades.

The term "illegitimate child" is an unfortunate one,

because it stigmatizes the child rather than the parent.
Aside from being classes as illegitimate, children may fur-

ther be handicapped in that the mothers are often too young
to rear children or may be characterized by one of the following:

lack

or

intelligence, lo

training, come from broken homes, have low
moral standards or lack mean

of 11vel1-

hood.4J

The community attitude towards illegitimate children

42Glueck and Glueck, _Q£. ill•,
43Neumeyer, .QE• Q!.1., P• 156.

PP• 131-1)3.
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forces them to 11 e as sub-normals, and thus treats them as

inferior persons.

high percent of delinquent · start life

with a record of parental immorality arxi crime, a heritage
of mental subnormality, abnormal birth, and the lack of an

affectionate, normal home atmosphere.

Often these children

are a burden to the parents and are completely unwanted from
the start.

Many of these children are placed in foster

homes.44
The strong re entment that accompanies such experiences, aside from other handicaps that develop, may cause
these, our unwanted children, to commit anti-social acts.
Companionship Influences

Excluding the family, the most effective of all stim11, in the behavior of a
outside the home.
in the home.

child, comes from his companions

Ho ever, some companionships exist with-

The emphasis here will be on the associations

and companionship with people outside the family.

Individ-

ual friends, pals and other intimate associates have a great
influence in shaping the lives of boys and girls.
As a child grows and his interests broaden, he nat rally becomes curious about the world outside his hom.
ventures into the neighborhood to make friends with other
children and soon spontaneous play groups are formed.

44Ibid., p. 160.

He
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Peer G~oup Influences
Even if the family offers all the experiences that it
believes will develop a social minded child, it cannot shelter him f'rom other forces such as those found in many- peer
groups that may work against ramily influences.
Before discussing peer influenc s further, the term
"peer," as defined by Bossard, will be considered.
is a person

A peer

hom one meets on terms of appro~imate equal-

ityt a companion.

For the child, a

non-pa.rent, a non-teacher.

peer

is a non-adult, a

It is another child, relatively

the same age, in certain instances, of the same sex

1th

whom he can associate on terms of equal status.45
Peer groups of juveniles fall into two main categories:

Informal groups aueh as play groups, and cliques and

gangs and the more formally organized groups such aa olubs.
This does not mean, however, that all peer groups are oriented towards delinquency.

Howeve?', the relationship that

exists within the group is very e·ffectiv

in the transmis•

sion of attitudes and values.
All studies of peer group relations bring out two
major factors.

One of the most important is that the in-

dividual status within the group is for the most part a very

real and important matter.

These statuses are achieved in

45James H. s. Bossard, The Sociology of Child Develop•
~ , New York: Harper am. Company, 1948, pp:-493 .. 494.
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the child's on world, involving recognition by his pe rs.
The importance of the peer group, as far as the delinquent is concerned, is that it constitutes the dominant
social channel for satisfying his wishes for security, re- .
sponse, recognitions and experiences.

It is also effective

1m producing conformity.46

The members are more sensitive to its sanction and
dis pproval than those of any other group.

The second fact

is that peer statue has special significance for children
with limited opportunities.
The peer group background, as a significant part of

delinquent behavior, has long been recognized.
girl

The boy or

ho has not succeeded in gaining satisfactory statuses

within his family;'llilose family is nonexistent, inadequate,
or in perennial conflict; whose relationship at home in-

volves a constant struggle against domination or neglect;
who e school experiences and performances are unsatisfactory,

whose acceptance in cotnmunity activities are limited; these
frustrated and under-privileged children find in peer

roups

the opportunities for achievement otherwi e denied. 47
This

chievement, as indicated in various studies,

can and does, in some instances, lead to anti-social be46Freder1ek M. Thrasher, "Gangs," Encyclopedia _e!
Social Sciences, Volume VI, P• 565.

47 Barron,

~
.Q.E. Cit., p. l;;,7.
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havior.

Shaw found from the study of 5.480 offeooers, only

18.2% had committed their offenses alone.

Of the remaining

eases, 30.3~ had a single companion; 10.8%, three compan-

ions;

3.9%,

five companions; and 1%, six or more companions.

It is noted that there are carriers of delinquency patterns

from one companionship to anotber.4 8
any one of three ways:

This can be don

in

(1) there may be an association of

pre-delinquents who come together because of similar at-

titudes and other personality traits; (2) ther

may be an

attraction between previous delinquents; and (3) non-delinquents are attracted into the association

1th those

ho

have been delinquents.4 9

Tappan, on the other hand, claims that no one can
measure the probabilities of an individual delinq~ent by his
associates alone.

The child already disposed to delinquency

prefers to associate with others whose values and conduct
are similar.

Delinquency results not from contact alone,

but from nwnerous variables that may be associated with the
contact.

While some types of offenses require training in

technique which comes from aseoeiation. many offenses re-

48 clifford

R. Sh w, "Group Factors in Delinquency
Among Boys," Proceedings, Third Biennial eeting of the
Social Research Child Development, 1939, pp . 1-26.

49walter c. Reckless, 11 The Etiology of Delinquent
and Criminal Behavior," Social Studies Re~earch Bulletin,
No. 50, 1943, pp.30-}l.
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quire no prior group training. 50

Gang Influenc s
Seldom does a boy or girl commit a delinquent act
alone.

These activities are usually engaged in by a sociation

of others.

As Thrasher pointed out, the unerected gang de-

moralizes its members.

The demoralizing process may begin

with the boys entrance into the g ng or even earlier, and it
continues to progress as he grows older.

A boy might start

as a truant or commit minor delinquencies followed by more
serious offenses and if his progress is not checked, he soon
develops into a

professional c~iminal.

The gang life tends

to invite truancy and to facilitate delinquency.

It ba

been

observed that the gang is not the direct cause of crime, but
rather it is one of the contributing factors which facilitates the commission of offenses and greatly extends its
spread and range.

The spread

or criminal techniques

and

excitement, created by gang activities, tend to promote
criminal behavior. 51

The general pattern of behavior of gang meni:>ers includes such objectionable personal habits as profanity, al•
coholism, drug addiction, gambling and sordid aspects of sex

50Paul w. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1949, p. 204.

51Frederick

M. Thrasher, The Q!;gg, Chicago: The
Chicago University Press, 1927 and 1930; Po 571.

behavior.

The code

or

the gang requires that each member

must help the other and refrain from harm within the gang.

Tb.is does not apply to the outsiders.

The security of the

gang acts e.s a buffer between the individual and society.
The relationship between gang lire and delinquency
applies mostly to cities.

Cline.rd found, in his study of

rural offenders, that almost two-thirds or the farm boys had

not been associated with groups of boys who were guilty of
theft. 52

Very little about gang behavior appears in the

life of rural of_fenders.

More ofte'n, if they have accom ...

pllcea, crimes are committed with one or two compe.Dions
rather than gangs.

The structure of the gang, and the stages through
which 1 ts members pass in becoming welded into a well inte-

grated group, has been described by Thrasher in his study
of 1,313 boys 1 gangs.

He states that, in deficient and

wholesome environments, gang associations asswne a form that
may prove dangerous to the community as well as to the boy.
The motivation of such group patterns can be found on all

social level

and in every area of American life.

'ihile the

need for identification with the group may not be as strong
in the middle class as in the slum class, pre-adolescent

groups seem to deve op according to a specific pattern be52Marshall B. Clinard, nRural Criminal Offenders,"

The American Journal of Sociology, Volume 50, No. 1, (July,

I9li'4),

pp.

38-45.
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ginning with spontaneous and random contacts and emerging into well defined form, with specific structure, objectives,
and leadership.

hree types of gangs are found from the

stand.point of development.

Each type merges into the other,

so that all three constitute stages through mich gange pass.
The diffused type is the early process of integration.

The

solidified type is found at the completion of integration;
1 t has a high degree of solidarity and morale.

The conven-

tional type appears when the gang assumes the characteristics
of a club. 53

Thrasher further states that not all delinquents, of
course, are gang members nor are all gang members delinquents, but gang membership is frequent among most city boy
To gang members, the ap-

who become habitual delinquents.

peal of gang life - its excitement, its adventure, its loy-

alty, its re ·ards in group approval - is great.

It fills

the desire for companionship and satisfies the crav
venture.

0

for ad-

It can, even in some instances, provide the dis-

cipline needed to develop attitude

and behavior patterns

needed to be acceptable members in larger desired social
groups.

si.
Adult Criminal Influence
Our society is full of conflict
53Thrasher, £.E•

54rbid.,

p.

56$.

Qll.,

PP•

and contradictions

564-565.

that young people, egpecially yol,.;.}"'llg adolescents, fail to

understand.

When no satisfactory defin tion of situations

are given, some juveniles ere inclined to take paths that
satisfy their interest. 55
There is rather a high correlation between th
of adult crime and juvenile delinquency.

rates

Sometimes the

rate of juvenile misconduct is almost identical with the

rate of adult offenses.

Juveniles as well as ad lt~ may

resort to gangster tactics, racketeering and similar devices to gain advantages into other societies that are hos-

tile to them.

There is no question that adults have tremen-

dous influence over the youth with

hom they associate.

Older criminals seldom feel that their association with
youth needs justifying regardless of the nature of their relationehip.

The philosophy of the hardened criminal is one

of resentment, bitterness and cynicism.

He feels no bond

to society.
Adult criminals selfishly exploit the willi gness of
youth for their own purposes, while the young ones follow

their practices in the art of crimao

Success and experience

are re peeted by young delinquents and they make the most of
their association with their superiors.

For this reason,

association with olde~ delinquents and adult criminals ap-

55 Neumeyer, £E.• ill•, p. 207.
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pears to be harmful to young people.

56

Intelligence
The theory that delinquency and crime are the products
of mental deficiency was .first introduced in this country by
Goddard through the use of the Binet Scale.

He concluded

th_a t, on the basis of the large proportion of mental defectives found in institutions for delinquents, the greatest
single cause of delinquency and crime was low mentality and
that every mental defect ve was a potential delinquent.
However, there has been much refinement to this theory of a
differential in intelligence.57
According to Glueck and Glueck, Merrill found that in
such categories as .forgery, parental control and malicious
mischief, there were more children whose I. Q. was above the
average of the delinquent group than there were belo11.S 8

On the other hand, in the sex, truancy, vagrancy and assault
categori~s, the reverse was true:

most of the children whose

offenses fell in such groups were below the average I. Q. of
the entire group than were above it .

In the stealing cate-

gory, it was found that there ws.s little difference in the

.5blb;d., P•

208.

57 Merrill, _Q£.

58Glueck

ill••

PP• 173-174.

and Glueck, _Q£. Cit., p. 207.
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percentage of cases above and below the

~a

average.; ✓

In determining the intelligence level of children, a
variety of tests are used, depending on the ind vidual.
Glueck and Glueck have attempted to evaluate characteristics
and qualitative differences in the intelligence of delinquents and non-delinquents.

They concluded that the delin-

quents are, on the whole, somewhat superior in those intellectual tasks in which the approach to meaning is direet
physical relationship.

In other words, they are more re-

sponsive to concrete realities than to abstractions. 60
It has become apparent that deficiency of intellect
is not among the more important characteristics of delin-

quency.

59sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in
1952, PP• ll8-129:-

~ Making, New York: Harper Brothers,

60rb1d., PP• 118-129.

CHAPTER III
RECREATION AND DELINQ

NCY

Studi s of Recreation and Delinquenc1
Numerous surveys have been made in an effort to determine the best method for the reduction of delinquency.
Most conclusive of thes
and

studies was one conducted by Sh n

Dunning for the Chicago Recreation Commission in 1938-39.
This study was conducted in four slum areas and on~

middle class area in Chicago.

It was noted that the slum

areas were not those with the highest delinquency rates, for
in those areas, the recreational facilities were too few to
make the study possible.
non-delinquent

The study compared delinquonts and

as to commitment of delinquent acts, al o

delinquents and non-delinquent
1
facilities.

in their use of recre tional

Two categories of delinquents were distinguished in
the study:

(l) official, and (2) unofficial.

The official

delinquents were those who had juvenile court records within
five year

pree ding the study.

The unofficial were thos

judged delinquent by per onnel cooperating in the study.

The

main purpose of this study was to determine the extent of
ps.rt1c1pation of delinquent children in recreation and the
1 Ethel Shan sand Catherin

E. Dunning, Recreation

.!.!!2. Delinquency, Chicago Recreation Commission, 1942, pp. 1-8.
39

variation in the activity preferences of delinquents and nondelinquents.

total of

15,217 boys and 71 939 girls were ex-

am1ned during the course of study.

2

The major .findings of the study with regards to the

u e of facilities wer

as follows:

A total of 1,281,853 hours

were spent in supervised recreation.

However, only about a

fourth of the boys and girl~ spent on the average
hour a week in supervised recreation.

of

The boys under

ticipated more extensively than the older boys.

one

14

par-

Delinquent

boys spent less time than non-delinquent boys, and when they
partioipated, they usually concentrated mostly on two types
of activities - the game room and competitive sports.

Ac-

tive d lin uents and pre-delinquents shunned supervised activities; moreover, their mobility from recreation center to
.
3
center was considerably more than that of non-del l nquent.
special analysis of the boys who committed delinquent acts during the p riod of study showed that those who
atten:ied recreation agencies committed fe er delinquent acts
than those who did not. 4 Many leaders in the field of recreation and delinquency control work are in agreement with
the above findings even though they are not new.

On the

basis of these findings the Chicago Recreation Commission
2

~ - , P•

l.O •

3Ibid., p. 240.

4rbid.,

p. 2~1.

recommended that, to control delinquency, more supervised
recreation should be provided in all neighborhoods, especially in the high delinquency area.

Supervised recreation for

girls and for older boys needed to be expanded; program

for

continuing interest needed to be provided; special provisions should be made for pre-delinquents; individual treat-

ment should be given to unofficial delinquents and special
consideration be given to outdoor reoreation. 5
Myers and Brightbill are of the opinion that positive
influence

are brought to bear upon the lives of youth when

attractive play and recrea.tional opportunities are provid-

ed.

Children with way ·ard tendencies benefit by a whol -

some recreational en 1ronment and the experiences will prove
beneficial to the unstable and stable alike.

Youth are con-

tantly seeking the normal basic satisfactions, they are eontantly seeking adventure.

Wholesome recreation can be a

satisfactory outlet for these needs.

6

ccording to the White House Conference on Child
Health and Protection, in analyzing recreation in relation
to the control of delinquency, it

as assumed that whol some,

well planned and supervised recreation,

5Ibidq p.

hich adapts its

248.

6Harold D. Myers and Charles K. Brightbill, Com:mu~

Recreation, A Guide to its Organization, New Jersey:

'Prentice Hall, Inc., i956-;-p~418-419.

program to the needs of yo th, provides significant outlets
for vigorous physical activities and mental creati•enes • 7

It was also stated that there is nothing more dangerous, for
fr

trated youth, than pent-up vitality and mental energy

which have no outlets in constructive activitie
8

and in-

terest.

In order to gain more insight into the causal re-

lationship between recreation and delinqu~ncy, it is possib-

ly best to attempt to determine some of the benefits derived
from supe vised recreation

am

have some insight into the

pert oth r agencies of the community ~lay in minimizing our
vast problem of delinquency.

Nature of Leisure Time Activities
It seems highly important that children should h v
decent arid constructive spare time outlets.

It prevents

them from forming undesirable habits and companionships and
also provides them with a means of expending youthful energies which so often can be directed in other channels.
Glueck and Glueck made a study of one thousand
nile delinquentso

uve-

In 976 of their cases, they found only

3 (.3%) had used their leisure time constructively; 61 (6.3%)
7miite House Conference on Child Health and Recreation, The Delinquent Child, Appleton-Centu~y Crofts, Inc.,
1932, pp. 201-208.

8 rbid., p. 208.
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had used it negatively, and the remaining 912

used it harmfully. 9

(93-4%) had

They found that of 972 youngste~s, only

38 had formed bad habits or had bad companion; of the re-

934, 347 (37.2%) had undesirable companionships but
no bad habits, while 557 (59.6%) had bad companions and habaining

its such as drug addiction, gambling, sex habits
sive drinking.

nd exces-

Only 30 (3.2~) indul~ing in vicious habits
10

did not ha e bad companions.

In comparing the above findings, Glueck and Glueck
give the following definition of terms:
1.

"Constructive use of lei ure implies
membership in car fully supervised
clubs or organizations, or act~v1t1es
for self-d velopment such as attending night school. It also means freedom i'rom cricninalistic habits of any
kind.

2.

Negative use of leisure means no indulgence in harmful activities thro gh
no holosome use of leisure and fre dom from criminalistic habits.
Harm1'ul u e t")f leisure means pronounced bad habits and associations,
and indulgence in any recreation
which may lead to delinquency such a
hanging about the streets, gambling,
and the 11 ke • "11

Vedder st tes that delinquent behavior tends to in9Sheldon Glueck and leanor Gl eek, One Thousand
Juvenile Delinquents, Cambridge: Harvard University Press

1934, p. 91.
l

bid., P•

-

11Ibid., P•

94•

93.
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crease after school hours and after supper time, because,
primarily, of the lack of adult supervision.

Youth somotimee

fill 1n leisure hours with lawless activity and mot juve12
nile crimes are committed during these hours.
Glueck and
Glueck further found that a large percentage of their boys
studied had never been absorbed in organized programs for
the use of leisure time.

In 971 cases, 730 (75.2%} had never

belonged to supervised clubs such as the Y. M. c. A., Boy
Scouts, school centers, church cl bs, or attended vocational
classes.

Only 104 (10.6%) of the boys were members of such

groups. 13
Benefits of Recreation
In considering the relationship between reer ation

and delinquency, one should keep in mind what recreation orrers to the individual.

Rec eation is a thing that 1

thy of being sought for its own sake .

wor-

According to Wrenn

and Harley, one v~rtue of recreation is its direct and immediate effect of increasing the status of human life.
Further, still, it performs s. number of useful services to
the individual.

It may be a means of preserving mental

balance ·and acquiring physical fitness.

It can offer op•

12clyde B. Vedder, The Juvenil~ Offender, New York:
Doubleday and Company., Ioc":"";" 1954, p. 86.

1 301ueck and Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile Delinuents, QI?~ Cit., p. 96.
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portunity for developing

oclal graces, it can provid

e 1-

tural and creative experiences which can round out the personality.

Socially, the effect of recreation among youth is

the reduction of delinquency. 14
Kvaraceua states that scientific use of an individually planned program of recreation for certain delinquent
youths can be a powerful therapeutic measure.

Recreation,

of course, is not a cure all but it can contribute to both
prevention and treatment of delinquency.

At one time, rec-

reation represented an attempt to occupy idle hands and

empty hours.

Recently, the role of recreation in child

gro th and development h~s evolved until it is more in keep-

ing with the principles

or

mental and physical healt .

is through play that young peopl

It

find many of trc r rich

learning experiences, particularly in the sphere

or

relationship and mastery of developmental tasks. 15

t

~ocial
Kvaraceus

states further that many children who are delinquents can b
spotted early and with a well planned recreational program,
a study of their interests and achievements can be made.
These children can be referred to the agencies that can best
fit their needs.

It these referrals are done on a system-

atic and scientific basis, recreation can make a me..x:imum

1 4Gilbert c. Wrenn and D. L. Harley, Time on Their
Hands, Washington, D. C.: American Council on Education,

1941, pp. 19-20.
1 5Kvaraceus, .QI?• .Qll•, pp. 319-320.
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contribution to the prevention and control of delinquency.

16

ccording to Myers and Brightbill, in um.erstanding
benefit

of recreation in helping to lessen the extremes of

delinquency, it is necessary to be realistic in the belief
that the right kind of recreation is a positiv

opportunity

for growth am development. 17

ffects of Mass Media of Comm~nication
It is a general belief that certain commercial amusements are factors in the causation of juvenile delinquency.
Included in these harmfully labeled commercial agencies are
certain types of movies, theaters, radio and television.
Studies by Glueck and Glueck, and others, have demonstrated
that youth get into trouble when they have too much spare
time on their hands and are in search of fun and something
to do.
As Glueck and Glueck conclude·d, from their study of

1,000 delinquent boys, approximately 9 out of 10 spent their
l isure time harmfully.

18

In considering the relationship

between the use of leisure and delinquency, it appears to be
very difficult to prove the exact correlation between certain

16 Ibid., P• 334•
1 7Myers and Brightbill, _Q£. Cit., p. 420.
l8Glueck and Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile Delin-

quents, Op. Cit., p. 100~
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types of amusements and delinquent behavior.
The influence of any amusement appears to depend on
certain accompanying
ticipating.

factor.s as well as the individual par-

Neumeyer states, that while certain forms of

amusements may be harmful to some people, the effect
no means uniform. 19

are by

He also states that many who partici-

pate in harmf'ul amusements do not necessarily become delinquents.

20

It must be remembered that people usually select

their forms of amusement before other forms of recreation
affect them.
ed

For instance, a crime picture might be select-

by a person who is criminally inclined or who has en-

gaged extensively in delinquent behavior.

The causal fac-

tors in their delinquencies are possible alr~ady there so
21
the picture only gave stimulus.
According to Vedder, rec-

,

reation for youth

h ch is sugge ted by radio, television

and movies may at t.1.mes lead to delinquent behavior, es-

pecially in the cases of those who are susceptible.

Keep ng

this possitility in mind, our national hook-ups have banned,
until after 9:00 P. M., all p~ogre.ms which might encourage
22
criminal ac ta.
l9Neumeyer, 2£• Cit., p. 2 .8.
2 0ibid., p. 218.
2

!lli·,

p .. 220.

22vedder, Op. Cit., p. 89.
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Time Magazine relates that a group of San Francisco
moth rs, interested in the effects of mass medie on ycuthJ
obser ed children's television sho s for four hours.

It

as reported that, within that time, there ~ere five holdups, three thefts, two armed robberies, thirteen murdere,
three explosions, and two cases of arson.

The question was

raised, what kind o.f behavior will result from this type of
entertainment? 23
According to Neumeyer, not all movies, radio and
television programs are harmful.
amusements are promoted fo

ures

Although commercial

gain and are profit making ~eas-

in the field of recreation, they have also remered

quite a. service in o.ffering a variety of plea.sur able 1 !sure
time activities.

Measuring in terms of the number of per1 -

sone participating and the frequency they attend, commercial
enterprises reaoh more people than our community forms of
,.

recreation.

Recreation for which much money is spent re-

presents a dynamic clue to the interest of our youth. 24
~ovies

In 1932, by means of questionnaires and written accounts, Blumer and Houser made a study of the effects of
23 Time Magazine, May 3, 1952~

24 Neumeyer,££· ill•,

p. 218.
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motion pictures on delinquency.
from

They obtained information

874 delinquents and 878 grade and high school boys and

girls.

In regard to their findings, they showed that motion

pictures had a deleterio s influence on 10 percent of the
males and

25

percent of the fema.les. 25

Acco~ding to Judg

Camille Kelly of Memphis, in approximately fifty tho sand
cases which came before her, less than six could be blamed
on mo~ion pictures. 26
Blumer and Houser also endeavored to find out to
what extent the us al rwi of boye and girls are made more
tolerant of crime and criminals by picture
these subjects,

am

by certain pictures.

to

dealing

w1 th

hat extent delinquents are afrected

They concluded that not only did high

school boys and girls often express sympathy for criminals
or become less critical of them, but also that criminals
became more attractive to them.
and problem

More than half the truant

boys indicated that pictures dealing with gang-

sters and gun-play gave them a des:f.re to make easy money. 2~
While only 10 percent of 368 male criminals studied
believed that motion pictures had some effect upon their
careers,

49

percent of 110 inmates in a penal institution

2 5Herbert Blumer and Phillip M. Houser, Movies, Delinquene, and Crime, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1933,
pp.

35-3.

26 Ib1d.~

pp.

35-37•

271,lli.,

PP•

35-31.
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indicated that mqvies gave them a desire to carry a gun;
from 12 to 21 percent felt that movies taught them ways of
stealing and planning hold-ups; and 28 percent thought that
movies gave them a desire to practice hold-ups. 28
In the cases of delinq ent girls, of the 252 between
the ages of fourte n end eighteen who were examined, as
stated by Blumer and Houser,
relations

25

percent claimed that seiual

ere the direct outcome of erotic seen sin the

movies, 33 percent stated that they were encouraged to run
away from home and

23 percent said that the films were

directly instrumental in bringing about the specific sex
offenses for which they

ere institutionalized. 29

These findings, am others

hich show various kinds

of influencea on conduct, are serious indictments of crime
pictures and those showing sex suggestive material.

Moritmer

maintained that some of the investigators confused the scientific, moral and political questions and they did not stick
to the facts.

This was true or the studies showing the

negative effects of movies. 30
Moritmer refers to the study by May and Shuttleworth
which

as undertaken to determine the net effeet of the

28 1bid., PP• 36-37.
2 9Ibid., PP•

36-37.

30Alder J. Moritmer, Art ar..d Prudence, New York:
Longmans, Green and Company, 193-=,;-pp. 29-30.

general run of motion pictures on d linquency, by select ng
from 7,000 school children the 10 percent o

the total who

reported the most rrequent attendance and the 10 percent
went the least.

ho

The 1,400 cases finally selected were equat-

ed for such factors as sex, age, school grade, socio-economic
status, tntelligence and nationality of parents.

They were

tested regarding their attitudes on a large number of abjecte.

It was found th. t no significant differences existed

in the conduct of about

90 percent of the movie goers

and

non-goers alike. 31
· As stated elso by Neumeyer, it is not possible to arri.ve at any unqualified conclusions as to the social effect
of the mass media of communication and entertainment on delinquency.

Because of this fact, millions of people are

reached by them which would lead one to believe that their
influence is considerable and some have been influenced to
engage in activities that are in violation of la
nances.

and ordi-

It must, however, be reeogntzed that these media

may have a differential effect on juvenile beha~ior, depending on a large number of factors, such as background, and

experience of the children involved, their personalities
training, and the competing influences at the moment.
)libid.

3 2 Neumeyer, _Q£. Cit., PP• 220-221.

32

am
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Radio and Television Programs
Rosel Hyde, chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, in an address before the National Association
of Radio and Television Broadcasters in Los Angeles on

30, 1953, reported that there

ere a total of 3,731 stations

in the United States that broadcast to the public.
also estimated that there

pr.l

It was

ere over 105,000,000 radio re-

ceivers and more than 26,000,000 television receivers in the

nlted States in

1953.

Today, it is said that in the a er-

age American home, a radio receiver is standard equipm nt,
and television is becoming so in the areas where good reception can be gotten. 33
Realizing the significance of radio and television a
am

ia of communications and their actual and potential in-

fluence upon l steners, studies of various audience
been made.

have

It is generally believed that the influence is

far reaching.

For example, McDopagh and associate

ed to measure these effects on the family.

It

attempt-

By means of in-

terviews, a group cf families with television sets
pared with a non-television group.

0

as com-

as found that th

families owning television sets listened to the radio less,
did less reading, spent less time in movies and participated
.3.3Arthur C. Neilson, "Radio Audience in 1953,' 1
Broadcasting Telecasting Yearbook, Ne Yorki 1954, pp.

50.
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less in sporte.

Such objective forms and chenges in behav-

ior can be observed.
tudes of persons?

But how can these affect the atti-

What impact do they have upon the mores

and stanclarda of soc1ety?34

It is estimated by Neumeyer that American children
spend about as much time during the week listening to radio
broadcasts as they do in the classroom. 35
broadcasts do to the children?

What do the

A goodly number of broad-

casts have wholesome effects, while some are alleged to have
d lete~ious effects.
many of the expert
are bad.

Opinion sur eys seem to indicate that
are of the opinion that certain program

For instance, Neumeyer states that the Nat onal

Pa.rent-Teacher (January 1948) reported the opinions of 311}

persons (148 pediatr clans, 22 sociologists, 72 neuropsy
ch1atrists, and 72 psychologist) regarding the radio and
crime thriller programs.

Ninety percent of them believ d

that c~ime programs have a psychological effect on children,

and believed that radio thril er shows and programs, ending
in suspens , affected the health of chil.dr n.

It was also

stated that 81 perc nt relt that the present day radio pro•
grams contributed to anti-social behavior or d linq ency. 36

34Edward C. McDonagh, "Telov sion anQ the Family,"
Sociology and Social Research, Volume 35, (November and
December l~)J pp. 113-122.
35Neumeyer,

.22• Cit., P• 225.

3bibid., p. 225.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF DATA
In an attempt to determine the factors which contribute to the development of delinquency in children of elementary school age, a study was made of fifty (50) delinquents and one hundred seventeen (117) non-delinquents in
the Oak Cliff area of Dallas, Texas, which has a very high
incidence of delinquency and very few oppo~tunities for
supervised recreational activities.
in a situation

or

It was believed that

this type, generally typical of locations

which breed delinquency, the sampling would include all of
the factors which have been considered as having causal relations to the development of juvenile delinquency in
children.

THE LOCALE
Dallas is the county seat of Dallas County and it 1a
characterized by its diversified civic, economic and cul-

tural interests.

It ranks first in finance, second in popu-

lation and industry in the state.

Its population increase,

on a percentage basia, has been 8M.ong the high.est in the
nation among cities its size since 1900.

The commerce 1s

characterized by financial, distributive and business ser-

vices.

It is the loading Southwest banking center; one of
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the o tstanding insurance centers; first ranking city- in express, mail and pa senger traffic; second rank1ng manufacturing center; known for its support of Arts; annual New
York Metropolitan Opera season, State Fair Musical, Dallas
Symphony Orchestra, and it 1s the home of the State Fair of
Texas.

Because of the above mentioned and the comparatively

low unemployment ratio that exists, the socio-economic sta-

tus is generally high

Since World War II, the phenomin l

increase in housing and rehabilitation, by private and governmental agencies, has attracted attention throughout th
\

1

nation, thus causing a notic able increase in population.
Oak Cliff, which is an annexation to the city, ls

located on the

est side of the Trinity River.

In 1932, the

levee district was created tieing the two cities together
by approximately six or more great viaducts and roadways.

2

It is a city within itself, the chief industrie
being

eat packing, small factories, and it a.lso has the die -

tinction of having the largest paper mill in the state.

Al-

so located in this area is the Marsalis Park Zoo which attracts the attention

or

tourists from all parts of the state.

In addition, there are twenty supervised playgrounds
1 Texas Almanac, A.H. Belo Corporation, Publishers,
The Dallas Morning News, Da las: 1953, p. 536.
2 Justin F. Kimball, Our ~ity Dallas, Dallas: Dallas
Independent School Distr1ct:-I9 3, P•

124.
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and recreation centers.

Of this number, only one is provid-

ed for the Negro population.

There are two elementary

schools, one parochial school, and the other being the N.

w.

Rarllee School which is centrally located in the Negro area.
The N. W. Harllee School enrollment is 735 with an average
daily attendance of

625.

The school physical education and

recreation programs are in operation during tho regular

school hours.

No provisions are made for after school super-

vised recreational activities.
This section is predominantly Negroid with the excep-

tion of a few Mexicans and whites who attend school in other
areas.

The economic status is rather low in that there are

very few home owners and the parents are considered mostly
in the low income bracket.
In making this survey, no attempt was made to group

the children.

The teacher made survey (See Appendix A) was

given to one hundred sixty-seven sixth and seventh grade
pupils in the N. W. Harllee School, Dallas, Texas, after
sufficient orientation and explanation.

The California Test

of Mental Maturity wae given to determine the intelligence
of the group.

Other data were secured from the visiting

teacher, school records, school counselor, school principal,
teacher-pupil interviews, teacher-parent conferences, recreation center and from the Dallas County Juvenile Department.

The ages of the delinquents ranged from

10.4

to

15.5,
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with a mean age of lJ.0 years.

The non-delinquent group

ranged between the ages of 10.4 to 15.5, with a mean age of
12.5 years.

The intelligence quotient of the delinquents ranged
from forty-five to one hundred twenty-one, with a mean score
for the group of seventy-rive.

The intellige~ce quotient

of the non-delinquents ranged from forty-five to one hurxired
twenty-one, with a mean score of seventy-nine, a difference
of four points.
Marital Status of Parents
One of the factors reported as contributing significantly towards delinquency in children is the marital status of parents.

Of the aamples studied, eighteen (18) or

36 percent of the delinquents' parents were married, ten (10)
or 20 percent were divorced, nineteen (19) or 38 percent of
the parents were separated, one (1) or 2 percent had one or
more parents deceased, and in two (2) or
cases the parents were not married.

4 percent

of the

(See Table I)

In the case of the non-delinquents, fifty-five

(55)

or forty-seven percent lived with both parents, twenty-six
(26) or 22.2 percent had divorced pa.rents, five (5) or 4-li

percent had one or more parents deceased., and in ten (10)

of the cases or
married.

8.5

percent, the child's pa.rents were not

(See also Table I)
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TABLE I

MARI TAL STA,TUS OF PAREN'TS OF _50 DELI NQUENT AND
117 NON-DELINQUENT BOYS AND GIRLS IN
THE N. W. HARLI.EE SCHOOL

PARENT ' S STATUS

DELINO.UENTS

NON-DELINQUENTS

NUMBER

PERCENT

NUMBER

Married

18

36

Divorced

10

20

55
26

22 . 2

Separated

19

38

21

17 . 9

Deceased

1

2

5

4.4

Not Married

2

4

10

8.5

50

100

117

TOTALS

PERCENT

47

100

Parental Make~up of Delinquents

and Non-Delinquent s
Alo of importance, as havjng a possible causal relationship to delinquency, is the family group itself.

I n order

to consider this aspect of the question and its possib l e af •
facts as being contributory, a smapling was made of this
phase of the relationship of the children studied.
The delinquent

roup we.s found to have 20 or ! 0 per-

cent of the children l iving with both their tather and mother.
Eighteen or 36 percent lived with mot.}1er only; three or 6
per cent lived w1 th the father only; and nine or 18 percent

lived wi th ot her relatives .

(See Table II)

In the ease of
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TABLE I
PARENTAL MllKE UP OF FAMILY FOR 167 PUPI LS

FA.LILY MAKE-UP

DELI NOlTENTS

NON-DELI NQUENT$

NUMBER

PERCENT

HUMBER

Li ~,1 ng with

PERCENT

Mo ther-Father

20

40

66

56 .. 4

Mother only

18

36

37 .

31 . 6

Father only

3

6

3

2 • .5

Other r ela.tivei

9

18

11

9.5

i,o

100

117

TOTALS

the non-delinquents , sixty-six or

56 . 4

100

percent lived with

both p&rents; thirty-seven or 31.6 percent lived with their

2.5 percent liv ed with their father
9.4 percent lived with other relatives .

mother only ; three or

only; and eleven or
'See Table I I)

The Employment of Parents of the Samplings
Of the group studied, it is poss bJ.e that some concern
sho~ld be shown for t he . possible ei'fects which the employ-

ment, o , lack of employment, has on the development of de l i nquency .

I n the case of the delinquents, seventeen or

34

per -

cent of the children had both parents working; in one cas e

60
or 2 percent of the cases, only the father w s employed; in
fifteen (15) or 30 percent of the ca es, the mother only
working; in seven (7) or

14

or

percent

as

the cases the guard-

ian worked; and ten (10) or 20 percent of the cases, both
parents were employed.

See Table III)

TABLE III
EMPLOYMENT OF PARENTS

P IB NT EMPLOYMENT

NUMBER

PERO NT

NUMBER

PER ENT

17

34

40

34.2

Father only

l

2

26

22.2

Mother only

15

30

17

14.5

7

14

9

7.7

10

20

25

21.4

0

100

Both parents

Guardian
Parents Unemploye
TOTALS

11

100

For the non-delinquents, forty (40) or 34.2 percent
of these ca es, both parents worked; twenty-s x (26) or 22.2
percent had only fathers working,

eventeen

17) or J.q.• 5

percent had only mothers working; nine (9) or 7.7 percent
lived with working guardians, and in twenty-five (25

or

21.4 percent of the cases, both parents were unemployed.

(See Table III)

'Phe Employment of the D linquenta
and Non-Delinquents
In order that some evidence mi ht be presented in r 0

lation to the extent to
existed among the sa.~ple

hlch employment or unemployment
tudied, some effort was made to

t1aise this point with the information collected b 1ng in-

dicated by the data outlined below.

14

Of the d.elinquents studied, se•en{7} or
them were employed.
employed.

percent of

Fo ty-three (43) or 86 percent we~e un-

The non-delinquents had forty-nine

(49) or 41.9

percent employed whilo sixty-eight (68) or 58.l percent
were unemployed.

TABLE IV

MPLOYMENT OF 167 DELINQUENTS AND NON-DELINQUENms
RLLEE ELEMENTARY

IN THE N. W.

SCHOOL, DALLAS, TEXAS

B\fi>LOYED
Delinquents
Non-Delinquents

7

49

UNEMPLOYE:D

'l'OTAL

- 14%

43 - 86%

50

- !11. ~

68 - 58.116

117

The Movie Attendance of Both Delinquents
and Non-Delinquents
Many inferences have been made which have sugsested
that some relationship exists between movies and the incidence of delinquency in children.

This phase of the problem

was surveyed for the possible relationships in this sampling.
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In the delinquent group, tNenty-six or

52 percent of

the children attended the movi.es three or more t mes per

week; sixteen or 32 percent attended tw ce per week; five
or 10 percent attended once per week; and three or
cent never attended the mo7ies.

{See Table

delinquent sampling contained _ive, or

6 per-

The non•

7}

4.3 percent,

ho at-

t nded three or more times per week; thirty-el ht or 32 . 5
percent attended twice weekly; twenty-four or 20 . 5 percent
attended once per week; and fifty or

42.7 percent did not

attend at all.

TABLE V
AVERAGE "iEBKLY MOVIE ATTENDANCE OF
DELINQ E~T ~ND NON-DELINQUENT BOY
AND GIRLS SELECTED FOR STUDY

JEE

":':{

NON-DELINQUENT

DELIN 'UENT

NUMBER

P~RCENT

26
16

52

5

4.3

32

38

32 . 5

Once

5

10

24

20.,5

Never

3

6

50

42 . 7

TOT L

0

100

117

Three or more

ice

NmlBER

PERC N'r

100
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The Television Viewing Preforences of
Delinquents and Non-Delinquents
Some attempt was msde to deterTlline the extent, if anyJ
the choice of television programs have on the occurrence of
delinquency .

Data collected took the oattern us outlined

belol'>'.
For the delinquent group, thirty-one or

62 percent

watched children's features; twenty or 40 percent watched
quiz programs; thirty-nine or 78 percent watched sports
events; twe.nty- fi ve or

50 -percent chose news brondcas ts;

fourteen nr 28 ~,ercent selected human interest s to:ries;

thirty o~ 60 percent viewed plays and theaters; seventeen or

34

percent watched comedy and variety shows; twenty- five or

50

percent chose educational programs; twenty - five or

percent listened to classical music; twenty-four or

50

48

per -

cent listened to hillbilly music; fifty or 100 percent
chose popular music; eleven or 22 percent listened to folk
music; ro~ty-six or

stories;

am

92

percent enjoyed c~ime and mystery

thirty or 60 percent watched cartoons.

(See

Table VI)
Of the non-delinquent group, one hundred or

85~5

per-

cent selected children's features; one hundred and two or
87 . 2 percent watched quiz programs; sixty-one or 52.1 percent saw sports events; fifty-one or

qJ.h

percent viewed

news broadcasts; forty-five or 38. 5 percent selected hum.an
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TAB
TE

VI

VISION VIE'WING PREFFRENC S

DESCRIPTION

DELINQUENTS

NON-DELINQUENTS

NUMBER

PERCENT

NUMBER

Children's Features

31

62

100

85.5

Quiz Programs

20

40

102

87.2

Sports Ev nts

39

78

61

52.1

News Broadcasts

25

50

51

43 . 6

Human Interest
Stories

14

28

45

38. 5

Plays-Theaters

30

60

61

-52.1

Comedy-Variety

17

34

57

48 , 7

Educational

50
50

61

52.1

Classical Music

25
25

39

33.3

illbilly iusic

24

48

40

34 . 2

Popular Mus c

50

100

71

60.7

Folk Mus c

11

22

24

20 •.5

Crime-Mystery

'46

92

,51

43.6

Cartoons

30

60

85

72.6

Note:

Percentages are based on totals of
linquents and 117 non-delinquents

50

PERCENT

de-

interest stories; sixty-one of 52.1 percent watched plays
and theaters; fifty-seven or 48.7 percent watched comedy and
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variety shows; sixty-one or

52

percent viewed educational

programs; thirty-nine or 33.3 percent listened to cl&ssical
music; forty or 34.2 percent looked at hillbilly programs;
seventy-one or

60.7 percent chose popular music; twenty-four

or 20.5 percent viewed folk music programs; fifty-one or

43.6

percent selected crime and mystery stories; and eighty-

five or

72.6 percent selected cartoons.

(See Tabla VI)

Participation in School Organizations
Another area of comparison with which this study was
concerned was the extent to which both delinquents and nondelinquents participated in school organizations.

It should

not be surprising to find a hibh percentage of participation
for both groups in this area, since there exists a very high
degree of organization of club activities in the school.
The delinquent group contained tht-ee or 6 percent who

were members of the Boy Scouts; none belonged to the Gray Y;
ten or 20 percent were members of the Choral Club; six or 12
percent belonged to the Library Club; five or 10 percent
were Y Teens; two or

4 percent

were G1rl Scouts; four or 8

percent belonged to the Campfire Girls; and ten or 20 percent participated in no club activities.
Of the non-delinquents, ten or

Scouts; six or
twenty or

5.2

8.5

(See Table VII}
percent were Boy

percent were members of the Gr~y Y;

17 percent were members of the Choral Club; four-

teen or 12 percent belon6 ed to the Library Club; five or
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TABLE VII
PARTICIPANTS OF 167 DELINQl'ENT AND NON DSLINOUENT
BOYS Al'U) GIRLS IN' SCHOOL ORGANIZATION'S AT THE
N,. VJ . l:TARLLEF: SCS:OOL, DALLAS, TEXAS

ORGANIZATIONS

NON DELINQUENTS

DELINQ.tJENTS

NUMBER

'

PERCENT

NUMBER ' PERCENT

Boy Scoute,

3

6

10

Gray Y

0

0

6

10

20

20

Library Club

6

12

14

Student Patrol

5

10

5

4.4

10

20

30

25 .. 6

2

4

15

12 . 8

4

8

16

13.7

Non-participants

10

20

1

.e

TOT'lLS

50

100

117

Choral Club

Y Teens
Girl Scouts
Campfire Girls

8.5
5.2
17
'

12

I,

4.4 percent
25.6

100

were members at' the Student Patrol; thirty or

percent were Y Teena; fifteen or l2.8 percent were

Girl Scouts; and ai:x:teen or 13 . 7 percent were Campfire Girls

with only one or .8 psrcent not participating in any ac-

tivities.

(See Table VII)
Membership in Out-of-School Orga.n i.zations

An indioation waE also obtained of the extent to

t7
mich delinquents and non-delinquents were members of out-ofschool c,rganizations.
two or

4 percent

16 percent

Of the delinquent sampling studied,

were members of the Y. M.

ere members of tbe Y.

w.

c.

A, ; eight or

C. A.; and forty or 80

p rcent of the del nquents did not belong to any out-ofschool organizations.

See Table VIII)

TABLE VIII
J.fudBERSh P IN OUT-OF-SCHOOL ORGANIZ. T ON

OR ANIZ TION

DELINQUEN~S

NON-u,_,;,INQU.3:NTS

NUMBER

PERC:!£NT

Nl,MBER

2

4

16

13.7

c. A.

8

16

l!O

34.2

Non- ~embers

!tO

80

hl

52.l

TOTALS

20

100

117

Y. Vi. c. A.

...

V

.

M•

Note:

ercentag~q are based on totals o~
linquents and 117 non-delinquents

P::!RCENT

100

50

d -

The ncn-deliqquents showed sixteen or 13.7 percent to
be Y. M.

c.

A. members and forty or 34.2 percent to be mem-

bers of the Y.

w.

C. A.; and seventy or 52.l percent who

were nol'.).-membe.rs of o.lt-of-school or a.nizations .

( ee Table

VIII)
ttendance at Oak Cliff Recreation Center
References have previously been made concerning the
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existence

or

a Recreation Center in the immediate er a where

this study was made.

One of the major concerns of thi~

paper was to dete!'mine what difference,

r

an_y, existed in

the frequency of' e. ttendance o.f both eroups at the Recreaticn
Center.

or

the delin~uents, nineteen or 38 percent attended

the center at various times, and thirty - one or 62 percent
did not attend.
si ty- t o or

53

The non-a ol-nquent grou.p was represented by
p rcent attending, with fifty-f_ve or

p rc-ent not e.ttending.

(Z e Ta·

47

e IX)

TABLE IX
T~ND ."~CE A ID NON-ATT-ND NCE AT THE SOUTH

QA ... CLIFF RECREATION CENTER

NT

T

Attendanc

19

38

62

.53

Non-Attendance

31

62

55

47

TOTALS

so

100

117

100

Tne Cauaes of Non-Attendance
In attempti.n g to deterlll.ioe the causes of non-attend-

ance et the South Oek Glifr Recreation Center, this question
was raissd with the followin

r plies being

ubmitted:

l.

Do not like the park.

2.

Do not know where it is located.

3.

Living too far away.

4.

Bmployed.

5.

Go other places .

6.

Do not like the activities.

7.

Baby sitting.

8.

Outsiders are allowed to attend.

9.

Do net like the people.

10.

Do not ca.re to participate in the
activitios.

11.

Mother says there is too much
fighting.

12.

Have home work to do.

13.

Parents do not allow me to attend.

14.

Not interested.

15.

Not enough supervision.

Weekly Attendance at South Oak Cliff
Recreation Center
The efforts to determine the frequency of visitations
of the delinquents and. non- delinquents revealed the fact

that two or

4 percent

of the delinquents atte~rled the park

five or more times weekly; six or 12 percent attended four
times weekly; four or 8 percent attended three times weekly;
three or 6 percent attended twice weekly; one or 2 percent
attended once weekly; twenty•five or

50

percent never attended
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and nin
ee

or 18 p rcent failed to reply to the quest:ton.

able X)

TABLE X
WEEKLY ATTE ANC.t!. T SO TL. OAK CLIFF
RECREATION C ·NTER

FREQUENCY

DELINQUENTS

NON DELINQ.UENTS

PERCENT

NUMBER

2

4

15

13.5

Four times weekly

6

12

10

9

Three times weekly

4

8

9

7.8

Twice weekly

3

6

11

Once e. week

1

2

17

9.5
14.5

25

50

9

18

41
14

~o

100

117

'\TUMBER

.

Fie or more times
eekly

N ver
No reply
TOTALS

-PERCENT

34.2
11 . 5
100

e non - delinquents sho1ed fifteen or 13 . 5 percent
attending five or more times weekly; ten or 9 percent atten ing four times per week; nin

or 7. 8

three times weekly; eleven or

9.5

seventeen or

14.5

rcent in attendance

percent going twice weekly;

percent once a we ek; forty - one or

34.2

percent never attended; and fourteen or 11.5 percent ignor d
the question .

( ee Table X)
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Hours Spent in Supervised Re creation
I n summing up the amount of time sp nt by both groups
in super ieed recreational aoti~itles~ it was f ound that five
or 10 percent of the d linquents spent seven or more hours

per week at the Recreational Center; none spent fi ve hours;
none spent six hours; thr e or 6 percent spent four hour s;
four or 8 percent spent three hours; six or 12 percent vi -

ited the center for two hours per week; one or 2 percent
stayed one hour; and thirty-one or 62 percent did not spen
any time in supervised recreation.

(See Table XI )

TABLE XI
HOURS SP NT WEEKLY IN SUPERVI SED RECREATI ON
'

TI

DELINQUENTS

NON-DELINQUENTS

PERCENT

NUMBER

5

10

14

12

Six hours

0

0

10

8

F i ve h ours

0

0

8

6.8

Four hours

3

6

13

11.l

TI'..ree hours

4

8

15

12. 9

Two hours

6

12

0

0

One hour

1

2

2

1.2

No t i me spent

31

62

55

48

TOTALS

s

~o

100

117

100

FUMBER
ven hours or more

PERCENT
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The non-delinquents included fourteen or 12 percent
who attended for seven or more hours per week; ten or 8 percent visited for six hours; eight or

6.8 percent were active-

ly engaged for five hours weekly; thirteen or 11.1 percent
visited for four hours; fifteen or 12.9 percent who participated for three hours; none for two hours;
two or 1.2 per,

cent visited for one hour, and fifty-five or
not attend at all.
linquents averaged
ly.

48

percent did

This would tend to indicate that the de-

1.44

hours of supervised recreation woek-

The non-delinquents averaged 2.53 hours per week.

(See

Table XI)
Recreational Activities Engaged In
And Activities Desired
In a.ddi ticn to tho data already presented, the wr:J.ter
asked of both groups the types of activities engaged in and
the type desired.

Both groups suggested that they were en-

gaged at the present time, or desired to engage in ~uch activities as arts and crafts, be.dminton, basketball, football,
volleyball, other ball ga.~es, bicycling, boxing, camping,
cards, checkers, circle games, club meetings, cooking, danc-

ing, dominoes, dramatics, gym activities, hikes an:i outings,
library activities, w~rbles, sing~ng, skating, swimming,
tre.ck and field events, pool, and Wrestling.

(See Table XII)
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TABLE XII
CTIVITIES ENGAGED IN BY DELI NQUENTS AND NON-DELINQUENTS
AND ACTIVITI S DESIRED BY DELINQUENTS AND
NON-DELINQ,UENTS

• CTIVI TI ES

DE IN UENT3

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIE
ENGAGED

Arts-Crafts
Badminton
Basketbe.11

Baseball
Football
Volleyball
Other ball
.;runes

Bicycling
Box i ng
Camping
Cards

Checkers
Ci ... cl games
Cl b meetir-tis

I N DESIRED

3
10
10
10

14

15
22

25

NON DELIN UENTS
ACTIVITIES CTIVI TIES
ENGAGED I N DESIRED

19

15
50

~2• i

17

17

3

11

36

5

it

105

5

41

30

19
0
14
1
1

20

10

2i

15

46

22

16

15
21
17

39

26

12
22

~E

.,,,~

20

25
17

10

5

113

60

16

3l

0

9

15

28

bs.llet

0

9

3

25

Dancingsq1are
ominoee

0

Cooking

anclng-soci
:)encingcreatl
Danc:ing-

DrPl'.llatics

yw,

H: k "-Oi.:..tin s

Librery
Ma-robles

Music

Skating
wixr.rning

Tr ack•Field
Pool
re!'itllng

3
2

10
3
2

47
"..,8

1t
14

14

27

11

5

11

1

11

5

22

0

5
~7

l

40

3
lC

t4
33

6

15

25

1

10

4

41

1

13

3

12

55

i6

12
12

14

21

80

15

8

19

CHA.PTER V
THE CAUSES OF' DELINQUENCY IN THE
HMLLEE SCHOOL DISTRICT

It is the belief of the writer that, 1n far too meny
insta.~ces, efforts have been made to indicate differencoe
which exist between delinquents and non-delinquents as a
means of attempting to isolate factors which may be considered a.s exerting a considerable influence on delinquency.
By this method., it is po~sible that many insignifi-

cant factors may be accepted as indicating differences whict
should not be considered af belrg conclus!.ve.

The basic as-

sumption of this paper is that the opposite approach may be
taken, and sinrl.lar1ties eliminated as poesible major causes,
with very wide differences which may appear being accepted
as what may be considered as indicating the existence of
causative relationship.
The Age of Delinquents and Non-Delinquents
This data collected from the saropli~gs studied indicates that age should possibly .not be considered in this
study as suggesting the existence of a causal relationship
between the incidence of delinquency in children.

The mean

age of the delinquent group was thirteen, and the mean age
of the non-delinquent group was twelve and a half years.
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It is presumed that this one-half year difference actually
indicates the striking similarity of the two groups rather
than the existence of dissimilarities.
The Intelligence of the Sampling
Many authors have tended to characterize delinquents
as possessing qualities of intelligence which is decidedly
inferior to that of non-delinquents, while others suggest
that possibly the opposite is true.

In the sampling studied,

with the mean I. Q. of the delinquents being seventy-five

and that of non-delinquents being seventy-nine, it appears
reasonable to assume that for this study,

am

the findings

presented, the dirferences do not appear to be sufficiently
great to justify the position that quality of the I. Q. contributed towards the incidence of delinquency in this study.
The Marital Status of Parents
The characteristics of these samplings also present
what might be considered as rather striking similarities
with few exceptions.

For example, a ~ifference of only ll

percent existed between the delinquents and non-delinquents
whose parents were married, with the percentage slightly in
favor of the non-delinquents.

Other comparisons-showed 20

percent of the delinquent children's parents divorced as compared with 22. 2 percent of the non-delinquent's parents
divorced.

This would appear to favor the delinquent group
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to a very small degree.
One of the greatest differences appears to exist in
the case of separated parents and might be considered as
being a causative factor in delinquency.

Of the group stud•

ied, 38 percent of the parents of the delinquents were separated, while only

17.9 percent or the non-delinquents had

parents who were separated.

However, the question might be

raised, if this condition within itself causes delinquency,
then the 17.9 percent of the non-delinquents should also be
delinquent.
Another rather contradictory finding, possibly, is
the fact that 2 percent of the delinquents had one or more
deceased parents, while

4.4

percent of the non-delinquents

had deceased parents, or twice the percentage.

The question

might be raised here in regard to the absence of parents as

a major factor in delinquency.

It is possible that, psy-

chologically, separation or divorce have a greater impact on
children, emotionally, than death of a parent.
noting is the fact that
married parents, while
had unmarried parents.

4 percent
8.5

Also worth

of the delinquents had un-

percent of the non-delinquents

This would also serve as a basis, es-

pecially in the case of this sampling, for possibly reject•
ing the theory that this ccndition conclusively contributes
toward the development of delinquency.
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Parental Make-up of Family
In attempting to review the possible relationship between whom children live \'11th and the existence of delin-

quency, queotions were raised among the group sampled in
order tc review this relationship.
ied,

!~o percent

Of the delinquents stud-

lived with both parents wr.ile

56.4

percent

of the non-delinquents lived with both parents, a difference
of'

16.4

percent.

Thirt~r-si.x percent of the delinquents

lived with their mother only, while 31.6 percent of the nondelinquents lived with their mother only.
difference of only

4.4

This le.aves a

percent and might more nearly suggest

the similarity of the group especially on this phase rather
than the existence of breat dissimilarities.

On the other

hand, 18 percent of the delinquents lived with other relatives while
ly

50

9.4

percent of tbe non-delinquents, approximate-

percent less than the delinquents, lived with other

rele.tivu•.

In e.11 the cases studied in relation to this

phe.se of the study, there e.ppe~1•s to be greeter simile.rH;ies
than differences which appear to be conclusive, except in
the caso of children living with the father or those livtn~
with other relatives.

In these two are a s, one might con-

sider these differences as ~ign1ficant, others n~bh~ also
question the conclusiveness of this data.
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Employment of the Parents
In the case of employment, both the delinquents and
the non-delinquents showed similarities in that, in the ease
of both groups,
working.

34

percent of the families had both parents

This was also relatively true in the number of

families of each group where both parents were unemployed.
The non-delinquents do not appear to have a vast superiority of eases where only the father worked than was the case
among the delinquents.

The percentage was also greater

among the delinquents where the mother only worked, the delinquents being twice as great as the non-delinquents and
the same was true in the case of guardians working.

The

latter two instances would appear to suggest that, possibly,
where mother and guardians are working, the resultant lack

of supervision might be considered a very important factor
in the occurrence of delinquency.

The Employment of Sampling
Another factor in this study, which tended to point
toward the lack of supervision or some form of supervised
activity as being a causal relationship to delinquency, was
employment.

The non-delinquents represented had a

cent employment record while only
quents were employed.

14

41. 9 per-

percent of the delin-

This represents a difference between

the two which suggested a possible relationship since, per-
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centage wise, three times as many of the non-delinquents were
employed as was true of the delinquents.
Movie Attendance
The data collected in this respect appeared to bo confus1ng1 or at least partially contradictory.

The del1n•

quents, usually associated with poor socio-economic sit~ations on the basis of greatest frequency of attendance, had
thirteen times the percentage of non-delinquents attending
three or mor~ times per week.

Twice the percentage of non-

delinquents as delinquents went once per week, and

49.7 per-

cent of the non-delinquents did not attend at all, as compared with 6 percent of the delinquents who never attend.
Ono possible approach to this data could suggest that sinco

94

percent of the delinquents attended movies this oolves

the problem of delinquency.

On the other hand, 6 percent of

the delinquents did not attend and they were delinquents
and

58

percent of the non-delinquents attended movies but

were not delinquents.
Television Viewing P~eferences of the
Delinquents and Non-Delinquents
The selection of television programs has also been
considered by some as contributing to the development of delinquency.

In the sampling studied, there appeared to have

been more similarities then differences, cut prosenting what

Bo
might be coruiidered as expected differences and differences
which some might consider contradict;ory.
Of the choices listed, it appears that no great differences seemed to exist between the two groups in the
selection of news broadcasts, human interest stories, plays
and theaters, educational programs, folk music and cartoons.
There did seem to be differences showing a higher degree of
selection among non- delinquents of quiz programs, comedy ani
variety shows, and children's features.

The delinquents, on

the other hand, appeared to select more sport3 events, classical music, hillbilly music, popular music, and crime and
mystery stories.

The question now arises, which appears to

contribute to delinquency?

Is it sports events, classical

music, hillbilly music, popular mu.sic, or crime and mystery
stories?

Many would screen out the crime am mystery sto-

ries as being the factor to the exclusion of the others.

In

view of this conflicting evidence, the writer would like to

consider the selection of television programs as having
little influence in the development of delinquency, or to
say the least, definitely inconclusive.
Participation in School Organizations
On a percentage basis, it appears from the data that,
in the participation of both groups in school organizations,
the groups are very similar in most of the areas.

The most
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outstanding difference is the fact that 20 percent of the
delinquents did not participate in any activities, while only

8 percent of the non-delinquents wePe inactive.

The evidence

also pointed out that 10 percent of the delinquents were
members of the Student Patrol, while only /.i percent of the
non-delinquents belonged.

This might be interpreted as sug-

gesting the need for attention resulting from some activity
which ordinarily is not being received.

Also of importance

was the fact that 12.8 percent of the non-delinquents were
members of the Girl Scouts as compared with

4 percent

of the

delinquents, and 13.6 percent of the non-delinquents were
Campfire Girls, where only 8 percent of the delinquents belonged to this organization.

In view of the highor percentages of participation in
the Campfire Girls and the Girl Scouts, and the decidedly
high degree of non-participation found among the delinquents~
it is possible that these facts should be considered as de-

noting some degree of positive relationship between the occu.rrence of delinquency among elementary school children.
Membership in Out-of-School Organizations
As was true to a great degree in the membership of the
two groups in school organizations, non-delinquents participated in the Y. M. C. A. three times as much as the delinquents, while membership in the Y.

w. c.

A. was twice as
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great among the non-delinquents as was true among the delinquents.

It also appears reasonable to assume in this case

that the lack of supervised recreation may have contributed
to the incidence of delinquency among the group studied •
.Attendance at the Oak Cliff
Recreation Center
In considering the extent to which both groups at
least visited the Oak Cliff Recreation Center, great differences did not appear to exist.

However, the data was not

treated statistically in an effort to determine the statistical significance of differences.
that

15

The data did indicate

percent more non-delinquents visited the center than

was tr~e of the delinquents.

This would appear to favor the

non-delinquents even though this advantage might be considered slight.

The Frequency of Visitations to
Oak Cliff Recreation Center
Differences appear to exist between the two groups in
the frequency of attendance of the two groups at the recreation center decidedly in favor of the non-delinquents.
The d~ta indicates that approximately three and a half times

as many non-delinquents visited the park five or more times
per week than was true of the delinquents, and roughly eight
times as many non-delinquents visited the park once each
week than delinquents did.

Also

61 percent of the delin-
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quents never attended as eomparad with 39.8 percent of the
non-delinquents.

It is also possible in this case that the

frequency of attendance found among the non-delinquents as
compared with the delinquents may have exerted some influence
on the presence of delinquency among those whose visits were
infrequent as compared with those who attended frequently.

Hours Spent~~ Supervised Recreation
The data indicates also that the delinquents averaged

1.44

hours per week in supervised recreation as compared

with an average of

2.53 hours for the non-delinquents.

With

62 percent of the delinquents never spending cmy time and 52
percent of the non-delinquents spending no time, the greater

amount of supervision enjoyed by the non-delinquents could
suggest the importance

or

this factor in the control of de ~

linquency.

Dusired Activities
The typos of activities suggested as holding the interest of both delinquents and non-delinquents could be accepted as indicat1ne the need for the development of a
broader program at the Oak Cliff Recreation Center.

The

reasons given for non-attendance by the children studied in
this paper would tend to indicate that this is t:.t'ue as well
as suggesting the need for well trainea personnal for this
phase of Tiork.

It is possible that through the development
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cf broader programs designed to provlde wholesome recreation

for America's children 1 delinquency may be abolished for-

ever.

CHf..PTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOi,™END/\.TIONS

Summary

According to the Federal Bureau cf Investjgation's
Uniform Crime·Reporte, children under eighteen years of age
commit approximately one-fourth of all crimes committed
during the course of each year.

In addition to these, there

are thousands of children who present problems as grave as
those mentioned, but who, because of various reasons, do not
reach the courts.
The ages usually marking the minimum and maximum
limits cons1.dered as encompassing delinquente vary among the
states .

However, the minimum age generally accepted is

seven yea:rs, while the maximum age most often ~sed is eighteen.
Various writers tend to attribute different factors
as bearing a causal relationship to delinquency.

Among these

are family disor6 ani zation, broken homes, low socio-economic
conditions, the need for love a.nd affection, illegitimate
parenthood, low intelligence, and others .

Few studies have been made in an effort to determine
the relationship between children 1 s participation in rec reational activities and delinquency.

The findings from

such studies tend to indicate that delinquents generally
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participate in less supervised recreation than non-delinquents.
There are also indications which suggest that participation
of children in wholesome recreational activities tend to reduce the frequency of delinq~eney.
The writer, in an attempt to determine the relationship between delinquency and participation in recreational
activities, found that, for the most part, as far as age, in•

telligence, general fe.mily make-up, and such, delinquents e.nd
non-delinquents are quite similar.

They tend, generally, to

view the same types of television programs, and attend the
movies also.

Among the more pronounced differences was the

fact that delinquent~ tend to view more crime and mystery

stories, attend tbe movies more often, and participate lesE
in recreational activities than non-delinquents.
Conclusions

On the basis of the data compiled in this study, the
following conclusions have been reached:
1.

Delinquents and non-delinquents may
be found at any age level within the
legal limits prescribed for.• delinquents.

2.

Intelligence does not appear to be a
definite factor in delinquency.
Both delinquents and non-delinquents
may be found in broken homes.
The relative that the child lives with
does not e.ppea.r to be a conclusive
method for determining delinquency
or non-delinquency.

5.

The employment status of parents,
within itself, does not appear to be
a cause of delinquency.

6.

Non-delinquents appear to have
better employment than delinquents.

7.

Movie attendance does not appear to
be a major factor in the occurrence
of delinquency.

8.

Delinquents appear to view more
crime stories than do non-delinquents.

9.

Non-delinquents participate in more
in-school and out-of-school organizations than delinquents.

10.

Non-delinquents participate as a
group, in supervised recreation,

almost twice as much as delinquents.
11.

There appears to be a positive relationship between non-participation
in supervised recreation and delinquency.
Recommendations

In hundreds of our American cities and rural communities, there is a lack of adequate play space and proper
superviaion.

Thousands of neighborhoods in our congested

metropolitan areas have none.
No child should be forced to play in the streets
simply because he has no safer place to play.
risk alone is dangerous.

The traffic

Yet, it should be kept in mind

that the primary group contacts are in the neighborhood.
Closely akin to recreational facilities are the boys'
and girls' clubs, neighborhood centers, ar.d various character
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building agencies such as the Scouts, Big Brother Clubs, and
such, all of which are wholesomo influences in the lives of
our youth.

There£ore, it is the purpose here to discuss

briefly the importance of these influences in the prevention

or

delinquency.
No person with any concern for our youth and ch:1.ldren

could be opposed to supervised playgrounds.

However, in~

difference and penurious policies are depriving millions of
children of adequate facilities and space for recreation and
play mainly because of the cost.

If play facilities are

too far from the child's home, intimacy of contacts may encourage them to play in the neighborhood streets.
During the first decade of the twentieth century,
hundreds of playgroW1ds were opened, mainly financed by
local organizations.
launched in

The Playground Association of America,

1909, had for its main objective the develop-

ment of municipally owned and supported playground systems.
The Eoy Scout Organization began in 1912, and the Girl Scouts
shortly theree.fter.

Today there are many youth organiza-

tions which a.re recreational in nature.

All such organiza-

tions are doing a fine job for the character building of our
youth, yet there is an urgent need for more of them.
It is heartbreaking to walk through a large city ani

find many youth frustrated because they have no facilities
for recreation.

Therefore, there is a growing demand for

governmental and non-governmental community recreation.

In

America, leisure time activities have become an integ al
part of our daily living, and it is unfortunate that too
few cit es do as much as they should to promote recreational
programs.
s Kvaraceus states, it is the rare community that

makes systematic use of recreation and gro p activtties in

a way calculated to check or reverse the trend of statistics on delinquency.

1

One must recogni.ze the influence of communl ty rec-

reation in combatting juvenile crime.

Wholesome super ised

activit es of~er youth many cbannels for constructiv

and

enjoya~le experiences, th s giving opportunity for direction
of interest that might otherwise seek satisfaction in undesirable ways.

In view of these considerations, the

writer offers the following recommendations:
l.

That a survey be made to determine
the needs of the youth in the community, ' Sin accepted survey techniques to find out the types of recreational programs that will best
aid the delinquent problem n this
area..

2.

That a survey of the facilities in the
community be made, usjng every possible means to single out available
unused fac lities.
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3.

That periodic checks be made to determine the effectiveness of the
ex1 sting recreational programs.

4.

That more supervised recreation be
provided in the area because of the
high delinquency rates that exist.

5.

That youth be given a share in the
planning of their recreation either
through direct representation or
through advisory committees.

6.

That all agencies having any connection with the prevention of delinquency correlate their efforts to
reach the older girls and boys.

7.

That a local community council or
committee be organized representing
the home, school, church and other
neighborhood organizations to cooperate with the juvenile court and
its probation workers in planning
and carrying on a program of recreation that will meet the need of
delinquents.

8.

That all recreatlonal programs meet
the recommended standards set up by
the National Recreation Association.

9.

That the community take an active interest in the professional education
and training of its recreational
leaders.

10.

That additional trained supervision
be provided in the Oak Cliff Area.

11.

That the school building and facili-

ties be utilized for recreational
purposes after school hours, and a
planned program with trained leaders
be provided.
12.

That additional financial appropriations by the city be made for the
purpose of acquiring additional space,
facilities and trained leadership.
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13.

Th.at a comprehensive survey and study
of exieting commercial recreational
£ac1l1ties be made.

l.4.

That other recreational centers be
established.

15.

That further research be done in this
area in order to deter1D.ine v.·hether
or not the apparent causitive relationship between recreation and
delinquency actually exists.

J.PPENDIX
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P RSnN L SURVEY SHEET
1.

Name

2.

Address

4.

School

5.

With whom do you live?

3.

,

Mother

(Check one) Mother a.nd Fatn6r_ ,

---- , Other relat ves--married
------ divorced------?
Father

6.

Are your p rents

7.

Are you employed?

8.

Are your parents employed?

----

Father

----

9.

If so, where?

--------'-

(Check one)

Uother _ _ __

Both

----

Guardian

---------

Do you belong to any school organizations?

Y Teens
Girl

----------

couts

--------

(Check)

Gray Y__________
Choral Club

-------

-------

Boy Scouts

Library Club

Cemp ire Girls _ _ _ _ _ __

Others

---------

10.

·- -----

Sex

----------

Do you belong to any out-of-school organizations?

If

so, list them.

11.

Are you a member of the Y.

w.

C. A. ?__________

12.

Are you a member of the Y.

i,A,.

C. A.? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LIST BELOrJ ANY FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING YOUR SO-

CIAL ACTIVITIES_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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RECR~ATION AND DELINQUENCY STUDY
Natne

Ag P

--------------------------------------------- Sex------------

Listed below are ti··elve divisions for televis!.on viewing .
Place a check beside your favorites:
l.

Children ' s features

2.

Quiz programs

3.

Sports events

4.

News broadcasts

5.

Human interest stories

6.

Plays and theaters

7.

Comedy and variety

8.

Educational proe::,ra.rn.s

9.

Classical music

10 .

Hillbilly music

11.

Popular music

12.

Folk music

13.

Crime and mystery

14.

Cartoons
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RECREA.TlOl AND D~LINQU ....t CY STUDY

Name

-----------------------------

-------------------------a
activities.
those

Age

Sex

Belo

are listed

group 0£

Please check

you engage in regularly; those yon desire to participate in
if' an opportunity

W..!.S

provided:
Hour~'

Act v ties
Art

and crafts

Badmin on
Ba k tball

Baseb

1

Football
Volleyball
O her ball

ames

B::!..cycl "ng
cxing
Camping
Cards

Checkers
Circle games

Club meetings
Cooking
Dancing, social

snent

Des

r ng

o

ticinate in
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Activities
Dancing, creative
Dancing, ballet

Dancing, square
Dominoes

Dramatics
ym activities
Hikes and outi~s

Library

Marbles
Music, group singing
Skating
S imrn ng

Track and f eld events
Pool

Wrestling
Others ( list )

Activity

engaged in

Hours

spent

Desiring to
partic~pate in

HECRE.TIONAL SURVEY
Name
1.

-------------------

Age _ __

Sex

---

Do you go to Oak Cliff Park for recreation?

------

2.

Ho

many times per ~eek do you go to the park?

J.

Ho, many hours do you stay?

4.

Do you go to any

-----

--------------other parks or recreation centers?_ _

If so, list them

-------------------------

5.

How many times did you go to the park or recreation
cent r last week?

6.

--------------------

If you do not go to the parks or recr ation centers

list your reasons for not go~ng

·-------------

1.

How many times per ''eek do you attend the movies?_ __

8.

fuich mo ie do you go to most?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9.
10.

Do you have a television? ________ Radio?
List your favorite television programs:

-----
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